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Main modification further statement from Mr G Staddon for Imerys Minerals Ltd (20237) 

relating to MM1  
 

Subject: Re: Teignbridge Local Plan Main Modifications - Imerys' Representations - Policy NA1 

 

Dear Ms. Edwards,  

 

With reference to your attached email and to the Inspectors proposed modifications in respect 

of Policy NA1 (Ref. MM1, page 74) Imerys would like to make the following 

representation's:  

 

1. Although Imerys does not have control of minerals beneath the allocated areas for surface 

development at Forches Cross, it does control and currently works minerals on land abutting 

the proposed allocations, as shown on Plan MM1 - Modification to Policy NA1 Houghton 

Barton, Newton Abbot.  

 

2. Imerys is very concerned that the Inspector may not have taken into account the potential 

conflict between mineral operations and occupiers of either commercial or residential 

properties which may encroach upon the Ball Clay workings.  

 

3. Imerys is also concerned that the National Planning Policy Framework referencing 

 mineral safeguarding and supported by Planning and Minerals: Practice Guidance ( 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/7775/153421.p

df) which is still extant guidance and specifically refers to the issue as follows - “It should be 

kept in mind that, in addition to proposed development within a MSA, incompatible 

development that is allowed close to a MSA may also lead to sterilisation of part of the 

reserves.”    

 

Also, Mineral Safeguarding In England: Good Practice and Advice 

(http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=web&cd=1&ved=0C

C8QFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.bgs.ac.uk%2Fdownloads%2Fstart.cfm%3Fid%3D20

69&ei=XJjKUoj8IcmVkgXi_oD4Dw&usg=AFQjCNFKq4F_dUBO3OqO2IGhlQ_B5JZnSg

&bvm=bv.58187178,d.dGI) , may have been overlooked. Section 2.3.2 begins to explain that 

sterilisation of mineral resources can occur also by development that is situated on or close to 

the boundary of a resource. Imerys suggest that to make the Local Plan more robust and 

sound that Mineral Consultation Area and/or Mineral Safeguarding Areas should be set out 

within the Plan having liaised with Devon County Council's Minerals Planning Authority. 

(See Section 5.3.1 of this guidance). Without appropriate Development Management polices 

in place to specifically deal with this potential conflict between built and mineral 

development,  the recognised national and international importance of Ball Clay worked in 

Devon could well be impacted upon.    

 

Failure to apply national guidance on minerals safeguarding would render the Plan unsound.  

 

 

4, Imerys suggest that the additional paragraph set out in MM1, 'The allocation of land for 

employment uses at Forches Cross does not preclude the extraction of mineral in this 

location in the longer term, where employment buildings can feasibly be removed at the end 
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of their operational life', would set a totally inappropriate planning policy precedent . The 

aim of mineral safeguarding is not to build on important mineral resources in the first place. 

The principle of allowing built development to take place on mineral or near bearing land 

may sterilise important industrial mineral reserves. MM1 is introducing the vague concept of 

the „feasible removal of buildings‟ and is also introducing speculative financial issues and 

perhaps also the equally uncertain concept of engineering feasibility in spacial planning 

principles into the plan and moreover it is unlikely to be capable of being transposed into the 

effective planning policy necessary to support the imposition of the time limited conditions 

on any future development. The resulting plan is very unlikely to be sound.  

 

If the buildings cannot be removed 'feasibly' either before, at or beyond any notional end of 

operational life - is the Inspector happy for the important mineral to be sterilised? Imerys 

would welcome the Inspectors definition of 'longer term' and 'feasibly' in the context of 

policy NA1.  

 

Imerys offers the following scenario for the Inspector to consider: there may well be a 

situation whereby an encroachment of built development on the existing or future mineral 

extraction area at Ringslade gives rise to irreconcilable complaint, as a result an abatement 

notice or enforcement notice is served on the mineral operator so stopping further extraction 

until the impact or situation is resolved, notwithstanding the fact that up until the 

encroachment of the new buildings the operator's operated the site in full compliance with its 

planning permission conditions . The only solution to this enforcement action would be to 

purchase or rent  those new buildings (residential or commercial) from the surface developer. 

Clearly this may not be 'feasible' - unwilling vendor/landlord; impact upon any occupier of 

the new developments; unforeseen capital cost imposed on the mineral company; etc. The net 

affect of the planning policy modification, let alone the issues/proposals but forward by 

Imerys within its initial representation, could easily be that the mineral operator has to close a 

Ball Clay pit which produces a nationally important mineral that contributes to the UK's 

balance of trade.  

 

 

In conclusion Imerys Minerals Ltd considers that the Inspector's modification MM1 is 

unsound, OBJECTS to it, and politely suggests that existing neighbouring land use of 

national importance is carefully considered, with reference to the above guidance,  to ensure 

future compatibility with new/future built development on adjacent land, so that  important 

minerals, which currently benefit from a mineral planning permission are not sterilised.  

 

We look forward to hearing from you.  

 

Yours sincerely,  

 
 
Gary Staddon 
Planning & Estates Manager  
 


